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The CleverAscent Trolley FP is equipped with anti-collision capability which means when 
the screen touches something during a movement the trolley will stop and back up.  

The CleverAscent Trolley FP features a foot pedal high-low height adjustment as well 
as standard hand adjustment, and is suitable for use with 55-86” displays. 

The mobile frame enables you to effortlessly move your touchscreen around your 
room, o to another room completely.
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Key Benefits
Integrated Anti-collision

App control for cart height adjustment

Height to centre of screen 918mm - 1418mm

Extra large robust wheels for super smooth mobility

With a travel of 500mm the lift offers a suitable working height for everyone

Maximum stability with large flat panels due to the baseframe

With sufficient storage space for peripherals like a mini PC or thin client

Large flat panel mounting range of max. VESA 800 x 600

Optional laptop and VC shelf available

Foot Pedal for flexible height adjustment

Features
Minimum heigh 918mm (Center Screen)  

Maximum height 1418mm (Center Screen)

Colour Black

Maximum load 100kg (exl. shelf and arms)

Mobile/fixed Mobile

Height adjustment Electr. 500mm, speed up to 38 mm/s

Bracket/interface Included

Type bracket/interface VESA

Height adjustment speed 38mm/s

Range bracket/interface Max. VESA 800 x 600

App control cable for height adj Included
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Statement
Size and weight vary by configuration and manufacturing process, please refer to the actual product. The product images are for 
illustrative purposes only and may slightly differ in appearance, colour, size, etc. from the actual product. The description, illustrations, 
etc. in this document may subject to change in accordance with the latest product specification and performance. Should the above-
mentioned change in the document become necessary, the document may be updated without written notice.
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